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HORSE RACING AUSTRALIA MAGAZINE  
 

Well by now, everyone should have definitely received their complimentary copy of the first ever edition of Horse 
Racing Australia. We hope that you enjoyed reading it as much as we enjoyed compiling it; it has long been a dream 
of Garry’s to produce a magazine as part of the business and until now it has only just actually happened. During 
December it was given to Prue and Myself as a proposed idea and then a few quotes were retrieved from printing 
companies, then before we knew it, we were full steam ahead in producing a 60 page racing magazine. 
 

The magazine will be produced quarterly, so you have the Autumn Edition at home with you, 
the next will be out in June 2006. So far we had some fantastic feedback about the magazine, but 
we would love to hear what you would like to see more of throughout the next magazines, for 
example some members have already said that they would like to see stories about other 
members and their strategies.  If you would like to subscribe to the magazine please fill out your 
details on the order form that accompanying this newsletter.  
 

“G’day All, I received the new Magazine yesterday and nearly read it all last night .Its great. 
Congratulations. Regards” James Muller 
 

“Hi Garry and the rest of the Winform Team, Congratulations, you have put in a great amount of work! All the best 
for the future. Regards”. Marcel Plante 
 

“Hi Garry, I am looking forward to reading the new magazine……….. Marcel seems very impressed. Regards” 
Dennis Walker (TRB) 
 

“I received the magazine today and found it a great read; there is a wide variety of information covered. With plenty 
of food for thought on improving your punting strategies. Although having been a subscriber to PPM monthly I think 
your challenge will be keeping the readers interested. Well done to all on a great magazine. Regards” David Murray 
 
 

MEMBER NEWS 
 

“Dear Sir, with reference to your tips you gave me on the phone for the feature race at Caulfield Race 3 was a 
success, I was pleased the numbers that were given was 1 2 x 1 2 4 6 7 x same for the 3rd. I only took out 5, 6 or 7 at 
the back because it was at big odds and put in the 10 and came up TOPS. My second nice win in a Trifecta since I 
joined, the other success was on Desert War just after the Melbourne Cup last year. Nevertheless. Thank you”.  
Charles Wagner.  
 

 “Thanks Garry, I nearly had a couple of killer wins myself over the last couple of days, 'Daldur' at Kyneton on 
Sunday (placed third at $14, was showing $106 for win on NSW TAB), and yesterday I had the two place getters in the 
Hobart Cup, 'Di's Angel' also at huge odds. Luckily I had a place bet on them as well! (Should have boxed them up 
with the top weights in a Trifecta, hindsight is always good isn't it!) Regards”. Tim Fishburn 
 

“Nothing like a 20:1 to winner at Tamworth to help the single selections along. Fantastic stuff. Have a great day” 
Rob Joynes 
 

“Good morning Gary, after a longer than usual losing run on my basic Saturday Feature Race Bets, yesterday you 
recommended an Each Way bet on a horse that looked to me to have no hope whatsoever...I bet it regardless because I 
followed your advice that, if I am using a method and the method says "Bet then I have to because of proven 
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history!!...well my $6 each way bet won at the amazing odds of 29/1 and $6 for a place...on the New Zealand TAB it 
paid $44. 30 and $10.80 for the place wow - well done Garry and now I just can't wait to receive your impending 
special offer!...Is it possible to make payment to you via my now healthy Australia TAB account, if I find your latest 
offer irresistable??..Good luck, keep up those great winning days that make it all worthwhile!!” Steven Lee 
  

“Congratulations Garry! I have only just recently started my GrandSlam subscription and am off to a flying start 
thanks to your outstanding tips today (Saturday 28 January). Three winners from six selections, but more importantly 
The Lanz - paying $28.7 on the NSW TAB and Umaquest, paying $29.0!!! I wonder if anyone was bold enough to 
couple them in a this-and-the-next double, or an all-up? You'd have to shout any way that you backed them! By the 
way, I am using the old tried and true Six Point Plan with these selections, starting last week with a very modest 30-6-
$5 bet. That meant that I had $13 on Pompeii Ruler ($3.3), then $8 on The Lanz and $5 on Umaquest. Small bets by 
anyone's standards, but as I'm still 'testing the water', so to speak, with GrandSlam, I was wondering about your 
thoughts on this particular betting strategy, and whether you might suggest a more efficient method of wagering. 
Cheers”. George Zivkovic 
 

“Please keep the Best Bet phone going as I started in November while recovering from a new hip. Now back at work 
my wife rings up and puts the flat stake bets on.  Sadly my wife knows nothing about computers; we would be lost with 
out the phone service. In regard Umaquest I looked at it and thought yes $10ea way at fixed odds of 66 -1 after the 
race I find only got 30-1 as rule 62 of IASbet was applied. That is if there is a scratching after you place the bet, you 
only get the ordinary price. Pleased to back 30-1 pop but I missed $370. Keep going”. Brian Keefe 
 

“Sad to hear of Charlie’s passing especially after he recovered from the lung trouble. I did note your report on this in 
the diary. I am sure he will be sadly missed by many.” John French 
 

“Hey Garry No sooner am I saying to you - well singles a bit dead at moment then behold the old turnaround. 
Wed was very very good. Today - 3 from 4 for 19 units plus (IAS) can it get much better. Then I walked straight into 
Roky Rce 1/6 Monte Bianco $11.10 (I despise heavy tracks) and mate is this punting heaven or what - no bonus from 
IAS for this Fella!!!!!!!!!! Cheers”. Darren Hall 
 

“Hi Garry, Nice winner late yesterday got us out of trouble for the second week running. Surprisingly we haven’t 
blown a bank in February but have been within 1 bet of doing so twice. Wanted to ask you a question about upper bet 
limits in Money Factory? Do you set any upper bet limits such as $500 or do you always bet what the software says to 
bet? My other question relates to your daily update. Does IAS have a best fluctuation option? I know that SportingBet 
did when I bet there but I’ve never seen it at IAS. Of course you could sit there and try and get best fluctuation but this 
is very difficult when betting with Money Factory and the best fluctuation often occurs prior to when you would want 
to place the bet. Cheers” Robert Barlow  
 

Garry’s Answer: 
Not betting on Sundays has saved you again Robert. Best fluctuation bets are available 40 minutes before the race at 
IAS on certain meetings. These are posted each morning so if you click the Australian horse racing and then bet types 
you will see which meetings have best fluctuation available and you may be pleasantly surprised. Regardless of 
running results you know you will have at least a certain amount on each selection so you could put this much on to 
start with. As for Maximum bet, I just do what the program says BUT if your divisor gets very low early in the 
progression I would consider reducing the bet as they can climb too quickly e.g. target $500 divisor 3 and 8 bets to go 
before the divisor changes. Your bets if losers will go $166, $222, $296, $493 and so on see what I mean? If your next 
bet is say 50/1 you might tone it down a little. 
  
 

RESULTS FOR JANUARY AND FEBRUARY 
 

Service No. Bets No. Wins Strike Rate (%) Profit ($) 
Best Bets 104  56 54 26.50 
Bravo 69 16 23 5.10 
GrandSlam 56 17 30.36 50.65 
WFC 435 100 22.99 26.64 
WFP 330 57 17.27 -74.65 
WFM 158 38 24.05 47.14 
 

From the above table you can see that over January and February it has been a successful couple of months for all the 
selections except for Winform Provincial (WFP) selections which have struggled the most through February.  
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JOKES FOR THE MONTH 
 

*There was a famous jockey that never lost a race. When asked how he achieved this, he replied, I whisper in the 
horse's ear: Roses are red, violets are blue. Horses that lose are made into glue. 
 

*I bet on a great horse yesterday! It took seven horses to beat him. 
 

*An out-of-towner accidentally drives his car into a deep ditch on the side of a country road. Luckily a farmer 
happened to come by with his big old horse named Benny. The man asked for help. The farmer said Benny could pull 
his car out. So he backed Benny up and hitched Benny to the man's car bumper. Then he yelled, "Pull, Nellie, pull." 
Benny didn't move. Then he yelled, "Come on, pull Ranger." Still, Benny didn't move. Then he yelled really loud, 
"Now pull, Fred, pull hard." Benny just stood. Then the farmer nonchalantly said, "Okay, Benny, pull." Benny pulled 
the car out of the ditch. The man was very appreciative but curious. He asked the farmer why he called his horse by the 
wrong name three times. The farmer said, "Oh, Benny is blind, and if he thought he was the only one pulling he 
wouldn't even try." 
 
 

PRODUCT OF THE MONTH – WINFORM PREMIUM SERVICE 
 

This month our product of the month is the Winform Premuim Service. This Service includes everything that is 
available via the internet (Exluding Flyers).  
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• Winform Ratings (including the Single Selections) 
• Best Bets and Weekend Feature race 
• Weekend Sports Selections 
• Winform Winners, Success Express and Winform Gold 
• GrandSlam and; 
• Bravo 
• Horse Racing Australia Magazine  
• Personal Consultation for Investment Strategy.  

 

The cost of all these services is ONLY $550 for a quarter. If you 
purchased all the services indiviually the cost of these services for 3 months would be:  

Month No. of 
Extra Bets 

Wins Unit Profit 
($) 

Jan 66 33 71.39 
Feb 92 35 7.00 

OVER $1000 
WORTH OF 

VALUE

Winform Ratings - $395 
Best Bets and Weekend Feature Race - $24.75 
Weekend Sports Selections - $24.75 
Bravo’s - $169 to join then $250 to have access via the internet 
GrandSlam - $149 to join then $50 if you would like to access via the internet.  
Horse Racing Australia Magazine - $7.70 
 
 

GARRY’S DIARY 
 

Garry's Diary, On the Internet Garry has his Professional Punters Diary which is updated every day except Saturday 
(too busy Saturdays). Here are some brief extracts from February/March 
 

Friday February 3rd: We lost our first Money Factory Bank of the year and the last week has lost $3101 to reduce our 
profit for the year to $7,800. 
The strike rate was off the normal at just 17% for the week but that wasn't the problem. The average dividend of $3 
was. (Normal strike rate of Winform singles is 22% and average dividend $5). 
 

The good news is that we have started a new Money Factory Bank using the following strategy. The profit for Monday 
to Friday this week is $984 on a $4,000 Bank. Here's the strategy. 
 

1) Bet the Winform single selection each way. (If paying less than $2 the bet is win only) 
 

2) Check to see if the C Plan applies (from Racing Pays More). If so dutch bet the Top Two rated horses. 
 

3) If no C Plan and no single selection then dutch bet to 100% starting at the top rated horse. (The modules you need 
for all these different options is incorporated into the Money Factory program) 
 

Sunday February 5th: We had to wonder what was going on when the first five single selections won In A Row! If you 
include the Best Bets that is Seven In A Row! A very good day. 
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Monday February 6th: Bravo won again yesterday so one from one Saturday and one from one Sunday. Dave Lingard 
called to advise that he was betting the singles using Countdown To Profits. This plan has a base bet of $1 and 
maximum of $25. It is extremely rare to lose. Bank required is $316. 
 

Friday February 10th: Including the Money Factory "bust" we are actually $830 up for the period January 25th to 
yesterday. This afternoon we are interviewing John McDermott at the new Gardens Greyhound complex. We're also 
doing a pictorial story for a future publication. 
 

Wednesday February 15th: Well they loved our selections on Valentines Day with six winners from 16 bets. PowerBet 
users had some bountiful returns too! Life is sweet when it all comes together. 
 

As I've explained before, there are more profits to be made when you take the trouble to get the best price. IAS is 
betting Top Fluctuation for phone bets (minimum $50) so wherever I believe our horse will be well in the market I 
take half my bet at top fluctuation and the rest at IAS super price. 
 

Tuesday February 21st: Yesterday was significant for two reasons. The first of course, was the success of the Single 
selections but the second was the lunchtime launch of the new hard copy Horse Racing Australia magazine. It has been 
on our website for over 10 years but is now in print. Every Member will be sent the first issue Free. We expect a 
strong take up of subscriptions as each issue includes a Free Winning system which is worth far more than the annual 
subscription cost. It cost us $50,000 to produce the first issue. (Members should hang onto this as in time it will 
become a collector's item) 
 

Friday February 24th: Today better be good. I am behind $2400 on my Money Factory Bank. I need to make at least 
10 points in the next seven races bet to clear the series. My current strike rate is just 34% (normally 45%+). 
 

Saturday February 25th: I didn't clear the Money Factory yesterday but am just under $2,000 behind. (Later) I have 
had an outstanding day today. My Money Factory closed with a $25 winner at the Gold coast after just two hours 
betting. Because the horse Inside Knowledge drifted from $11 to $25+ (IAS Super Price) I was able to win $4415 on 
the series. 
 

Thursday March 2nd: It's a pity my 59th Birthday is tomorrow as I really need to get a few winners today. Yesterday 
was a good winning day after February was a poor result for the singles overall. The response to Horse Racing 
Australia magazine has been terrific, although we still have over 1,000 to be delivered to Members. We still have 
plenty of Free Bets available but Members who want to keep their magazine intact can photocopy the application 
form. 
 

On a sadder note, Charlie Philcox, who for years attended every Winform Seminar to impart his valuable knowledge 
to Members has passed away. He was a good friend to me and many of the Members he met at the Seminars. I have 
been asked to speak on behalf of our Members at his funeral next Thursday. 
Two years ago, Charlie was diagnosed with lung cancer but after a long battle overcame this and was going well. It 
appears to have been a heart attack. I will miss him. 
 

Sunday March 5th: Agua Corriende at $16.40 IAS suited me and resulted in a 
$416 profit using Money Factory today. 
 
 

FOR SALE 
 

Neil Viney has several books and VHS for sale these include: 
* Winning In The 90’s – Don Scott 
* Winning Made Easy – Don Scott 
* Winning At The Races – George Tafe 
* Winning At The Races – VHS – Don Scott 
 

Each of these is $25 each. If you are interested please contact Neil on (03) 9547 6138.  
 

Please note: We have a classifieds section in the Horse Racing Australia Magazine; cost to advertise is $11 for 3 lines. 
Deadline for the June Edition is April 30th. An ideal spot to buy or sell books etc. (Sorry no Software). 
 

WINFORM SEMINARS 
 

As most of our members would be aware, Winform Publishing holds numerous Staking Seminars around the country 
each and every year, and this year will be no different. Our first seminar for the year will either be in Perth or Sydney, 
so if you are interested please notify us by email: direct@hunterlink.net.au or phone: (02) 49 501 747. 
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